music theory for musicians and normal people by toby w. rush

Species Counterpoint: Species V
fifth species counterpoint is the culmination of all the other species,
and it’s the closest fux gets to palestrina’s style of florid counterpoint
that fux thought was so amazingly awesome.

there aren’t a lot of
new rules for this
species, and they mainly
deal with combining
the other species.
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next, species III and IV can be combined
by using dotted half notes, which always
have to start on a strong beat.
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any dissonances involved with this kind of
figure have to follow the rules of fourth
species counterpoint: that is, they need
to be suspensions prepared and executed
by the dotted half note and resolved
immediately afterward.

and they’re all
about rhythm!

when you’re using a particular note value,
follow the rules of the corresponding
species. so when you are using half
notes, make sure you’re obeying the
rules of species II. If you tie two half
notes together, keep the laws of
fourth species.

Leave the whole notes out, though, until
you get to the end of your exercise. if you
go all species I in the middle, things get
real boring real fast.
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lastly, you can include eighth notes to add
more rhythmic interest, as long as you
follow a few restrictions:
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they have to occur
in pairs on weak
beats,
both notes must
be approached and
resolved by step,

eighth notes?
I love those
guys!
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only one pair
should be used
in any given
measure!

